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Cheap money fuels housing boom
From 2001 to 2007, cheap money ignites domestic demand 
and creates giant credit bubble. House prices skyrocket and 
public finances enjoy windfall tax gains from construction 
boom. Growth continues but is unsustainable; economy 
overheats, exports slip.    

Celtic Tiger brought 
to its knees
House prices tumble 50 per 
cent in 2012 from peak; 
housing output plunges 90 
per cent. Sector collapse hits 
wider economy and triggers 
huge banking crisis as bad 
loans rise to 27 per cent.  

Economic indicators – peak to trough

After a devastating crisis which pushed the country to near 
bankruptcy, Ireland is back on its feet. − By Anita Gabriel

Rise of Celtic Tiger
Shaken by a crisis in the 1980s, the small island nation courted 
foreign direct investment in a big way with low taxes and by 
the second half of 1990s, morphs into a modern industrial 
economy with exports a key growth engine. This marks the 
rise of the Celtic Tiger, a term used to describe the country’s 
fiery growth from the mid 90s to early 2000s.  
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Deep recession
� Public debt deficit deteriorates sharply from 2007 onwards.
� Debt ratio rises almost 70% between 2007 and 2010. 
� A costly bailout of banks – a 64 billion euro recapitalisation    
    plan – takes government to the brink.
� Belt tightening measures – draconian spending cuts and tax
    increases – are forced on Ireland in return for a rescue loan  
    from the EU and IMF.

�  The Celtic Tiger roars again – 2014 onwards.
�  Growth becomes more broad based.
�  Domestic demand recovers.
�  Recovery is employment rich.
�  Boost comes from lower energy prices.
�  Exports become more competitive with low euro.
�  External environment improves.

Ireland tops EU growth table this year with economy forecast
to grow 6 per cent in 2015, beating 2014’s post-crash record.  

Ireland – the Celtic 
Tiger roars again

Change (%)

%

GNP  -11.4%

Domestic demand -20.0%

Investment -60.0%

Unemployment (ILO measure) from 4.5% to 15%


